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To all whom it may concern.- ‘ l ‘ 

Be it known that we, HENRY‘HAR'I‘E and 
RICHARD J. STEvENs, citizens of the United 
States, residing at Rochester, in the county of 

5 Monroe and State of New York, have invented 
an Improvement in Envelope Sealing Ma~ 

' chines, of which the following is a speci?ca 
tion. , 

The object of our-invention is the produc 
tion of an envelop-sealing machine adapted to 

‘ effectually seal the envelops without any tend 
ency to distort them or to in any way modify 
or change the location of the fold or crease 

‘ ‘ between the ?ap and the body of the envelop, 
I5‘ and also to provide a folding mechanism for 

such ?aps which may be adjusted for different 
widths and thicknessesof envelops. 

, With these objects in view our invention 
‘ ‘ consists in the mechanism illustrated in the‘ac 
2Q ‘companying drawings, in which 

‘I , Figure 1 is a side view of the sealing-ma 
chine with the side toward the observer and 
the fences‘ g’ and Q2 parallel therewith re 

hand end, ‘the guide 0‘ in the middle, and the 
‘delivery-table i’ on the right-hand end of the 
‘machine shown in section. Fig. 2 is a top 
view. of the machine with the water-tank T re 

' moved. Fig. 3 is a transverse sectional de 
tail view showing the support of the folding 
mechanism and the water-tank T. Fig. 4 is a 
‘detail top view of the water-tank T. Fig. 5 
is a detail view of that side of the water-tank T 
from which such tank is supported. :Fig. 6 is 
a detail View of the support a’ for the inner 
end of the shaft 8‘ of the roll r2 as seen from 
the front end of the machine. Fig. 7 is an en 
larged sectional view of the moistener m, taken 
longitudinally of the machine; and Fig. 8 is an 

taken transversely of the machine through the 
center of such moistener, and shows the top 
plate m3 and the part carried by such plate. 

‘ Similar letters refer to similar parts through 
I 4% ‘ out‘ the several views. 

As seen in Figs. 1 and 2, the machine‘is pro 
vided with two pairs of feed-rolls r’ r2 and r5 r‘, 
supported from the frame of the machine 

' moved, with the receiving-table 2? on the left-. 

enlarged sectional view of themoistener m,‘ 

by shafts s5 and s‘ and s“ and 8-7, respectively. 
in such a way that the envelops g are fed by 50 
the ‘rolls r’ and rzthrough the folder 0 and to 
the pressure-rolls r5 and 1'“, supported on shafts 
.s-Q ‘and 81° from the frame A of the machine. 
The envelops, of which one is shown at g, 

are placed upon the plate or bed ‘i at the left- 55 
hand end of the machine against a fence q’ 
attached to the bed 7.’ near the inside of the 
frame A, located toward the observer and fed 
one at a time to the feed-rolls r’ and T2, the 
?aps being extended or opened at this time. 60 
The fence (12, which forms, only a continua 

tion of fence q’, is also supported in asimilar - 
way to the’ fence q’ and so constructed that 
it extends through the folding and moistening 
mechanism, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, in such 65 
away as not to interfere with any parts of this 
folding ‘and moistening mechanism when they ‘ 
are moved laterally to ?t different widths of 
envelops, as will be explained. 
One end of the roll r2 is supported by‘ the 70 

‘ arched piece a’, as indicated in Fig. 6, in or 
der that an extension of the folder 6 may pass 
through beneath it and form a guide for the 
envelops g, as seen in Figs. 1 and 2. 
The folding mechanism proper consists of 75 

the funnel-shaped piece e, the bottom plate of 
which is supported, as shown in Figs. 1 and 
3, from the block 63, and having its larger 
opening on the left side, so as to receive the 
envelops from the tablet until engaged be 80 
‘tween the two rollers r’- and r2. 

~ The moistener m consists, essentially, of a 
box mt, rigidly supported from arm 05, as 
shown in Fig. 3. This arm a” is connected to 
bracket e“ by means of screw 88 in such a way 85 
that such screw is ‘supported by an extending 
part of bracket a“, while the upper end of 
screw as is threaded through arm 65. In the 
‘outer right-hand side of bracket 6“ is formed 
a cylindrical hole into which ?ts a projecting 90 
cylindrical guide-piece e7 fastened to arm a“, 
so as to permit the arm 65 to move vertically 
when the screw s8 is turned. 
The two ?ngers e'iand 62 (shown in Figs. 1 

and 2 and partially _in Fig. 3) are also rigidly 95 
supported by arm a in such a way that there 
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is a small space between such ?ngers and the 
top of the moistener-box on4 large enough to 
allow the ?aps of the envelops to pass through 
after having been turned over by the folder a 
while conveyed through the folder-by means 
of rollers 1”’ and/r2, as described. The-bracket‘ 
e6 is also supported from the block 63, threaded 
upon screw 32 and movable along guide a‘, suit 
ably supported from the sides of the machine 
A, as indicated in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. 

It will be understood that by turning the 
screw .98 the distance between the bottom of 
the moistener m and the bottom plate of the 
folder a may be adjusted to suit different thick 
nesses of envelops or packages to be sealed, 
while ?ngers e’ and e2 are always retained in 
the same position relative to the moistener 
m. The folding and the moistening mechan 

' isms being supported‘ by block 63 can be ad 
20 justed laterally of the machine by turning the 

I milled head 0 on one ‘end of screw 82 to suit 

25 
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. to slide, as indicated. 

different widths of envelops or packages to be 
sealed. Fingers e’. and e2 operate to properly 
pressthe ?aps of the envelops against the top 
of the moistener-box While conveyed through 
moistener m, the flaps being closed when en 
gaged by the rolls 7'3 and r4. . ~~ . 
The box on4 of moistener m, as seen in Fig. 

7 , has at its top guides m2 m2 m2 m2, between 
which the top plate m3 of such box is arranged 

This top plate carries 
‘ upon its surface a wick or felt on, which is 

45 

clamped along its edges between the guides 
on? m2 and the plate m3 by the sliding of such 
plate into place.‘ As seen in Fig. 8, the up 
per end of the felt or wick 127/ extends into 
the lower part of the tube p’ through a suit 
able opening therein and comes in contact 
with a sponge m5, contained in such tube 1)’. 
Tube p’ is rigidly secured to plate m3. The 
moistener mis supplied with water or suitable 
liquid from tank T, supported from one side 
of the machine A, through the regulating 
valve f and ?exible hose .10, which delivers 
the liquid through the tube )2’ to the sponge 
m5 and therethrough to the felt or wick m’, 
,with which the gummed ?aps of the envelops 
are brought into contact by the pressure of 
the ?ngers e’ and (22. The plate m3 is perfo 
rated, so that if for any reason there be an ex 
cess of moisture in the felt or wick m’ it will 
drop through such perforations and be caught 

. in the box m‘ beneath. 

55 

_ gage these lugs 25‘ t‘. 

v60 

The tank T has secured to the rear side there 
of two lugs t‘ t‘, as seen in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, 
so bent as to form the guides for the plate 163, 
the ends 25’ t’ of which are bent so as to en 
‘ This plate 63 serves to 
close the opening 65 in the rear side of the 
tank T, through which such tank is ?lled. A 
piece t is secured inside the tank, as indicated, 
so as to prevent the water from running out 
through the opening t5. . 

- The lugs t‘ t‘‘ are so bent as to engage also‘ 
the lugs t2 6.2, formed on the frame A of the 

machine, and thus to support the tank T. On 
the shaft 86 is also supported a short roll 1'7, 
which may be adjusted so as to apply pressure 
to the sealed envelops, as desired. 
—The pressure-plate p2 is secured in place by 70 
wadjTIstable screws s, which so cooperate with 
springs .s" that an adjustable yielding pressure 
may be applied to the. plate p2. The screws 
.9 are supported by lugs a from the frame A 
of the machine. A bed-piece i’ is provided 75 
beneath the plate p2 between the rolls of’ and 
7'6 and suitably supported from the sides of 
the machine. 
The roll 4'4 is driven directly by wheel '20’, 

connected to shaft 87, such wheel 0/)’ being 80 
‘driven by means of belt Z23 from the pulley w 
of motor M or by means of handle it, as de- > 
sired. ' ‘he shaft 87, by means of sprocket 
wheels and chains 0 and 0'‘, drives shafts s5 and 
s“, respectively, while shaft a” similarly drives 35 
shaft .910 by means of chain 02. Thus rolls '1'’, 
r‘, 15’, and r6 are positively driven, while rolls 
1'2, 113, and r7 are driven from the rolls beneath 
them. 
The operation of our mechanism is as fol- 9O 

lows: The tank T is ?lled with water and the 
?ow to the moistener properly adjusted by 
valve f. Then bymeans of screw 82 the proper 
adjustment of the guide and folder 6, ?ngers 
e’ and c2, and moistener m is secured for the 95 
width of envelops to be sealed, and by means 
of screw 88 the moistener m and ?ngers c’ 
and e2 are properly adjusted relatively to the 
folder 6 for the thickness of the envelops to be 
sealed. Thenthe envelops arefedto the rolls/1"’ I00 
and 4'2 one at a time with the ?aps against 
the guide and folder 6 and gummed side up. 
Then the motor M is started in right-handed 
direction and the rolls of the machine are set 
in motion. As each envelop‘ is fed by hand 105 
to rollers I)" and r2 and then by them through 
the machine theguide and folder c ?rst move 
it up snug against the fences q’ and g2 and 
then folder 6 folds the flap over, so that it 

. passes beneath the ?ngers e’ and 02, which 110 
press it against the moist wick or felt m’ of the 
moistener m as i the rollers 1" and r2 send the 
envelops along through the folder c. As 
the envelop passes out from the folder c it 
is engaged by the rolls r3, 7'7, and 1"‘, which 115 
press the flap down and pass the envelop to 
the roller r5, whichpasses it between the pres 
sure-plate p2 and the table c" and causes it to 
be ?nally engaged by the roll r” and delivered 
from the machine. - 
We have found that the use of the sponge 

m5 in the cup p’ so regulates the supply of 
liquid to the pad m’ as to maintain an even 
and uniform degree of moisture therein. 
The rollers are so separated from each other I 25 

longitudinally of the machine that the en 
velop is always engaged at least by one pail" 
of cooperating rollers. 
What we claim is— v 

.[20 

1.. In an envelop-sealing machine, a recep- I30 
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tacle for moistening liquid, lugs on such re 
ceptacle and cooperating projections on the 
frame of the machine for supporting such re 
ceptacle from such lugs, such lugs also con 
stituting means for retaining in place a cover 
to the opening for introducing liquid to such 
receptacle. - ' 

2. In an envelop-sealing‘rnachine, two posi 
tively-driven sealing-rolls placed a less dis 
tance apart than the length of the envelops 
to be‘ sealed, a ?xed bed-piecelocatedbetween 
such rolls and with the surface thereof nearly 
or quite in the same plane with the operating 
surfaces of the said 'rolls, and an adjustable 
pressure-plate extending between and beyond 
the operating-surfaces of both of such rolls 
and cooperating therewith and with such bed 
piece to seal and smooth out the envelops as 
they are advanced by such rolls. 

3. In an envelop-sealing machine, two posi 
tively~ driven sealing-rolls placed a less dis 
tance apart than the length of the envelops 

to be sealed and an adjustable pressure-plate 
extending between and beyond the operating 
surfaces of both of such rolls and cooperat 
ing therewith to seal and smooth out the en 
velops as they are advanced by such rolls. 

4. In an envelop-sealing machine, a mois 
tening mechanism consisting in a receptacle 
for liquid, and plates thereon for holding a 
sheet of suitable absorbent material,‘ a bed 
piece cooperating with such plates to hold 
such sheet of absorbent material in place and 
having perforations therein to allow the sur 
plus moisture from such absorbent material 
to escape through into such receptacle, and 
means for feeding suitable liquid to such sheet 
of absorbent material. 

HENRY HARTE. 
RICHARD J. STEVENS 

VVitnessses: 
IDA B. STEVENS, 4 
ERNEST J. HADDLETON. 
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